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ARIES TAURUS

CANCERGEMIN I

LEO VIRGO

(March 21 - April 19)
 

 If ever there was a time to come
out of your shell and speak your
truth, this is it! This is a great
month for you to share the wisdom
of your experiences lately, and to
work with others with empathy and
clear communication.

 
(April 20 - May 20) 

 

 Watch the finances this month as
the urge to spend spend spend on
all the pretties intensifies. Being
resourceful and looking at what you
can give new life through recycling
or re-purposing will work best in
your favour.

(May 21 - June 20)
 

This is a month of action for you! It
might feel like your dance card is
overflowing a tad, so be proactive in
letting go of the unnecessary stuff.
Enjoy an active social life and share
your points of view with confidence
and charisma, but remember to
listen and make time to rest too. 

(June 21 - July 22) 
 

 Health and well-being takes centre
stage for you this month, especially
around beautifying and being kind
to yourself. This is also a great
month to grab a friend and get
active or get healthy with, as this
time can be nurturing to yourself
through others.  

(July 23 - August 22) 
 

Relationships and partnerships
come under the spotlight for you this
month lions and lionesses!
Especially around lessons finding
the balance between you and your
needs, and expectations from
others. If you are able, this is a
wonderful month for serving others.

             (August 23 - September 22) 
 

Happy birthday Virgo! Out of all of
the signs, this month holds such
potential for you surrounding
endings and new beginnings -
learning lessons, releasing, and
being reborn. Finances also can be
a double edged sword for you this
month, so be mindful with money.



L IBRA SCORPIO

SAGITTARIUS CAPRICORN

AQUARIUS P ISCES

             (October 23 - November 22) 
 

A boost in career is likely this month
for you Scorpions! If you have been
wavering or on the fence, expect
moments of clarity and perspective
regarding this area. Trust, surrender,
and watch for universal cues to help
move you towards your true path. 

          (December 22 - January 20)
 

Feeling stuck, Cappy? Consider this
a month of surrender and release for
you. With your ruling planet, Saturn,
moving direct this month, the time for
spiritual suffering and shadow work is
drawing to a close. See through the
trauma, find the lesson, and move
forward better and stronger.

          (February 19 - March 20) 
 

Have you been projecting your
needs or problems onto others
lately? Have you been a little self
involved or withdrawn? Give yourself
a cuddle, face problems head on
and step outside of your comfort
zone this month... it might not be
easy but it will be worth it!

           (January 21 - February 18) 
 

After a month of deep, dark
transformation, it's time to turn over
a new leaf and start fresh. Use this
month to reconnect to your true self
and rekindle your inner flame. This is
also a great month to set intentions
around you and about finding your
place and purpose in the world.

           (September 23 - October 22 ) 
 

Happy birthday Libra! If you haven't
already, expect a bit of a pull inward
away from the hustle and bustle of
life in general, towards solitude,
calm, and some quality one on one
time. Opportunities for spiritual
learning may present. Make time for
meditation and quiet study.

          (November 23 - December 21) 
 

What can you offer to others to help
raise the universal vibe? You are
blessed with the gifts of foresight and
vision, and this is a great time to put
it to use for the betterment of those
around you. Opportunities to
strengthen and beautify your local
communicty will be illuminated. 
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